ITANES Young scholars’ workshop 2023

Studying the 2022 Italian elections from the point of view of the voters with ITANES data

24 July 2023
10.00-19.30

Organised by Itanes and spsTREND Lab, University of Milan, www.spstrend.it
Venue: Sala Lauree, via Conservatorio 7, University of Milan

To attend please register here by 14 July 2023

PROGRAMME

Session 1 - Monitoring democracies in national and comparative perspectives

10.00-10.15 Opening session
Roberto Pedersini, Head of the Department of Social and Political Sciences, University of Milan

10.15-10.45 The 2022 Italian National Election Study: design and data
Cristiano Vezzoni, President Itanes and scientific coordinator of the spsTREND Lab, University of Milan

10.45-11.30 Keynote presentation: National Election Studies within the framework of a broader research infrastructure: MEDem (Monitoring Electoral Democracy)
Sylvia Kritzinger, Professor for Methods in the Social Sciences at the Department of Government and MEDem project leader

11.30-12.00 Open Discussion

12.00-13.00 Lunch Break
Session 2 – Young Scholars’ Paper Sessions

Chair: Guido Legnate, University of Pavia

13:00-13:45 The two main outcomes: Abstention and the Right-Wing vote
- Giorgia on the Italians’ mind: Investigating vote switching to FdI in the 2022 Italian Election. Leonardo Puleo, Giuseppe Carteny and Gianluca Piccolino

13:45-15:00 The role of gender in the 2022 Italian election
- The role of sexist attitudes and gender in the electoral success of the Italian far-right. Francesca Feo
- Il genere nella scelta di voto a destra: Quale ruolo nelle elezioni politiche italiane 2022? Silvia Keeling and Riccardo Ladini
- Did Sexist Voters Bring Italy its First Female Prime Minister? Laura Picciafoco and Mauro Bertolotti

15:00-15:45 Religion and Vote
- Love Thy Neighbour…and Immigrants Too: Religiosity and Attitudes towards Immigration. Francesco Raffaelli
- Religione, identità e preferenze partitiche: i cattolici culturali nelle elezioni italiane del 2022. Francesco Piacentini and Francesco Molteni

15:45-16:15 Coffee-break

Session 3 – Roundtable and poster session

16:15-17:45 Svolta a destra? Cosa abbiamo imparato dalle elezioni del 2022

Modera: Stefano Feltri, journalist

Partecipano: Vittorio Mete, University of Firenze
Franca Roncarolo, University of Torino
Paolo Segatti, University of Milano
Dario Tuorto, University of Bologna

18.00-19.30 Poster session and networking aperitif
- Accountability under Draghi’s technocratic government: do parliamentary dynamics reflect popular support? Jessica Rosco and Francesco Marolla
- Voters’ perception of governing populist parties: Fratelli d’Italia after the 2022 election. Sofia Marini